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"Los Angeles, Oct. 19 - Edward S. Curtis, internationally known authority on the
history of the North American Indian, died today at the home of a daughter, Mrs.
Bess Magnuson. His age was 84.
Mr. Curtis devoted his life to compiling Indian history. His research was done
under the patronage of the late financier, J. Pierpont Morgan. The foreword for
the monumental set of Curtis books was written by President Theodore
Roosevelt. Mr. Curtis was also widely known as a photographer.”
Edward S. Curtis’s obituary in the New York Times (Oct 20, 1952)
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Introduction
I have often been asked where I get the ideas for my roomboxes. In most cases I get
them in the middle of the night. My sense is that they are triggered by a subconscious
memory which takes me back in to time to some visual experience. However, this box
is different in that I can clearly see the thread of my life’s experience in it.
As a child I spent untold hours with my father in his darkroom developing black & white
photographs. Dad was a very accomplished amateur photographer. He primarily took
photographs of his peers and our family. His photographs were not “snap shots” rather
they attempted to tell the story of his times and experiences through powerful informal
portraits much like the one pictured below.

I enjoyed those times shared in his darkroom particularly when I was allowed to work
the developer tray. I would tilt the tray back and forth until the image appeared almost
like magic on the paper in the tray. It was almost as if the narrative of the photograph
was coming alive for me as the wet image appeared.
During high school and college, my interest photography lessened as I was introduced
to mid-18th century American artists. I could not get enough of the genre art works of
William Sydney Mount, Fitz Henry Lane, Winslow Homer and so many others. I don’t

know which I liked better, the beautiful images or the narratives those artists created in
my mind.
After college I was living and working in
Washington, DC and became acquainted with
Jim Blakely who owned The Old Print Gallery, a
wonderful antique print shop located in
Washington D.C.. I frequently visited the shop
and purchased several antique prints from him
to decorate my apartment. One day he
introduced me to the works of Edward Curtis. I
was totally captivated by the experience. That
day I bought my first Curtis photogravure for
$175. That was over 40 years ago, and I am still
captivated by the same image, as it now
prominently hangs on my breakfast room wall.
Over the years I continued my interest in 18th
century artists and the photographs of Curtis. I
read a number of books about him and through
them I became even more interested in his
work, his publication The North American Indian
and his personal story.
As my children grew up, I wanted to expose them to the wonders of the west. For many
years we traveled to a ranch located in Saddlestring, WY. The ranch experience and
my mind’s images of it continue to greatly influence me.
Below is painting by Joel Ostlind of “The Speedway as Viewed From Castle Rock”
which is located in Saddlestring, WY, and I used as the background for the box. (The
painting was commissioned several years ago by Phillip Long, a close personal friend of
mine)

In the fall of 2015, I had just finished a roombox depicting my vision’s view of what
Curtis’s studio and retail store may have looked like in Seattle around 1900. (see
photograph below) It happened to coincide with an exhibition the Taft Museum in
Cincinnati was having featuring Christopher Cardoza’s collection of Curtis photographs.
He came to town to give a lecture about the exhibit. During his visit I had an opportunity
to meet him and invite him to my studio to view my roombox. He graciously accepted
and was extremely complimentary about the box and my work.

On the way back to his hotel he asked me if I
would consider creating another box for an
exhibit which he hoped to arrange in a few
years to celebrate the 150th birthday of
Edward Curtis. I told him that I did not do
commissions. He smiled and then asked if I
would be open to taking a suggestion as a
subject for a box. Clearly, “I took the bait”.
In thinking about an appropriate subject for the box, I
decided that I would create a tent inside the roombox
illustrating the process Curtis used to make
cyanotypes. He created these images in the field from
his glass plate negatives to enable him to view proofs
of his work and also provide tokens of gratitude for the
Native Americans who posed for him. Making a
cyanotype is very much of a hands-on process much
like the one I shared with my Dad years ago. Curtis’s
story continues to be an on-going thread in my life, thus
the box “Curtis’s Tent” was born.
Robert Off

Cyanotype Examples By Edward S. Curtis

Photographs
Curtis’s Cyanotype Work Tent
Created by Robert Off - 2016

Edward S. Curtis - The Man & The Work

Edward S. Curtis - The Man & The Work
“I like a man who attempts the impossible”
– J. P. Morgan

Edward Sheriff Curtis not only attempted, but actually achieved the impossible. With The North
American Indian, he created an
irreplaceable photographic and
ethnographic record of more than eighty
of North America’s native nations – a
record first published between 1907 and
1930, which after decades of obscurity
in rare book rooms and private
collections, has experienced a
renaissance. Comprising twenty
volumes, twenty portfolios, thousands of
pages of text, and more than twentytwo hundred photogravures, The North
American Indian remains not only an
unparalleled artistic and historic
achievement, but a watershed in
publishing history.
Encouraged by great public hoopla and
imbued with blind faith, Curtis did not
foresee the unremitting sacrifices the project would exact from him. He hoped to complete the
study in five or six years within a budget of $25,000. In fact, what the New York Herald hailed as

“the most gigantic undertaking since the making of the King James edition of the Bible,” required
for its completion more than thirty years, one and a half million dollars and the assistance of a
vast array of patrons, researchers, scientists, editors, master craftsmen, interpreters,
sympathetic creditors, tribal elders, and medicine men. Ultimately, the study cost Curtis his
family, his financial security and his health. Nevertheless, to the end, he single-mindedly
pursued his intense and powerful vision with an extraordinary sense of mission to document
how Indians lived prior to their contact with the white man.
Curtis was said to believe that the passing of every old man or woman means the passing of
some tradition, some knowledge of sacred rites possessed by no other; consequently the
information that is to be gathered, for the benefit of future generations, respecting the mode of
life of one of the great races of mankind, must be collected at once or the opportunity will be lost
for all time.
His vision was prophetic. By 1930, the year the last volume was published, few visible vestiges
remained of the peoples who had once been the continent’s sole inhabitants.
Edward S. Curtis was born in 1868 near Whitewater, Wisconsin and ended his formal education
with the sixth grade. Soon thereafter he built his own camera and taught himself to expose and
develop film and to make photographic prints. By age seventeen, Edward was working as an
apprentice photographer in St. Paul, Minnesota. In 1898 a chance event radically altered the
direction of Curtis’ life. During an extended season spent photographing on Mount Rainier,
Curtis rescued a group of lost mountaineers.
The party included several members who were nationally recognized for their work in the areas
of conservation, Indian ethnography, and publishing.
Among them, head of forestry, Gifford Pinchot, Chief of
the U.S. Biological Survey, C. Hart Merriman, and
naturalist, conservationist, and renowned Indian authority,
George Bird Grinnell.
Gifford Pinchot , Chief of the US Biological Survey

C Hart Merriman, Naturalist

George Grinnell, Naturalist and Indian Authority

Not only were they grateful, several became interested in
Curtis’ photographic work. These contacts led to
appointments to two important photographic expeditions.
On the second of these expeditions, in 1900, Grinnell took
Curtis to the Sun Dance ceremony of the Blackfeet tribe in
Montana and instructed him in the systematic methods

required for gathering scientifically valid
information. Only weeks after his
experiences with Grinnell, Curtis initiated
his own expedition to photograph
Indians in the southwest.
Additionally, Curtis took on the daunting
task of creating ten thousand Edison
wax cylinder recordings of Indian
language and music. The delicate wax
cylinders were often rendered unusable
by heat, dirt, excessive moisture, or a
variety of other factors almost impossible
to control in the field. Much of the
information he was able to record was incorporated into the volumes. Many of the recordings
still survive at the University of Indiana archives. They provide an invaluable record, particularly
for American Indians, as they may be the only existing record of lost language, music, or family
histories.

By the end of 1908, Volumes 1 and
2 were completed. But the financial
panic of 1907 had seriously
impaired his sales efforts, and he
managed to place far fewer than the
five hundred sets thought necessary
to make the project profitable. In
fact, as late as 1930, Curtis had
only managed to secure two
hundred subscribers. His Herculean
efforts to interest prospective
purchasers were further hampered
by a world war, dwindling interest in
American Indians, and perhaps
most importantly, the widely held misperception that J.P. Morgan would pick up the financial
slack whenever necessary.

The lack of subscriptions created significant hardships not only for the project, but also for Curtis
personally, whose work on The North American Indian was forgotten even before the project
was completed. Having driven himself to the limit for thirty years, Curtis suffered a nervous and
physical breakdown, and his whereabouts for the next two years are unknown. Upon his
recovery, Curtis resumed some of his activities as a photographer and did film work in
Hollywood.
Yet despite great physical disabilities
and hardships, he never lost his
intellectual drive and curiosity. As late
as 1949, in his early eighties, he was
deeply involved in researching his
new passion and hoped to write a
book entitled “The Lure of Gold.” In
1950 he had even planned to join a
major gold mining expedition to
Brazil and the wild regions of the
Amazon and the Andes.
Unfortunately, the organizers of the
expedition had a falling-out and the
expedition was canceled. Curtis was
crushed, a visit to the Amazon having
been a life-long interest. Curtis’
physical condition further
deteriorated and in the fall of 1952, at
the age of eighty-four, he died of a
heart attack. In its seventy-six-word
obituary, The New York Times, while
stating that Curtis was famous
worldwide as an ethnographer of
North American Indians, noted only
in passing that he also had been a
photographer.

by Christopher Cardoza

Selected Photographs of Edward S. Curtis
Cyanotypes (By permission of The Andrew Smith Gallery, Santa
Fe, NM

Curtis Prints (By Permission of Cardoza Fine Art, Minneapolis, MI)

Detailed Time Line - by Eric Keller
1868 - Edward Sheriff Curtis is born near Whitewater, Wisconsin. He is the second son
of Johnson Asahel Curtis and Ellen Sheriff Curtis (shown at left). Johnson was a Union
private and army chaplain during the Civil War and as a result of this service never fully
recovered his health.
Between 1866 and 1875 - More than 200 battles were fought between U.S. troops and
tribes from the Dakota Territory to Mexico.
1876 - Sioux and Cheyenne warriors defeat General George Custer and his troops at
the Battle of the Little Bighorn. Edward Curtis is 8 years old.
Chief Joseph and his band of Nez Perce are chased 1,700 miles by 2,000 US soldiers.
They are within 40 miles of the Canadian border when they are captured and forced to
surrender.
1880 - The Curtis family moves to Cordova, Minnesota. Unable to resume the arduous
life of a farmer, Johnson Curtis takes a job as a preacher for United Brethern Church, an
evengelical sect that sends its ministers out into the countryside to preach. Johnson
takes his young son Edward on these trips and teaches him canoeing, river navigation,
and basic camping skills. They share a love of outdoor life.
Edward builds his first camera at age 12 with the help of the Wilson's Photographics
manual. The lens for the camera was brought back from the Civil War by his father.
Johnson Curtis' health continues to fail and with his oldest son (Raphael) already gone,
Edward assumes responsibility for supporting the entire family. He is just 14 years of
age.
Winter 1886 - The severe conditions of winter destroy what is left of Johnson's health,
along with the crops on the Curtis family plot.
Fall 1887 - Johnson and Edward travel west to Portland, Oregon and make their way
north to Puget Sound. They settle in Sydney (now Port Orchard) where Edward cuts
down spruce trees and builds a log cabin with a stone fireplace. Within a year Johnson
convinces his wife Ellen to bring the remaining Curtis family members west. Seventeenyear-old Eva, thirteen-year-old Asahel and Ellen take the train to the Washington
territory. Johnson Curtis dies of pneumonia in May 1888, just three days after their
arrival.

1890 - Edward injures his back while working in a lumberyard and is nursed back to
health by Clara Philips. Soon after recovering Edward buys a 14 by 17 inch large view
camera. His mother sees it as a waste of time and money.
December 29, 1890 - The Battle of Wounded Knee marks the end of armed resistance
by American Indians.
1891 - Edward mortgages the family homestead and moves to Seattle. He buys a $150
share in a photography studio with Rasmus Rothi and opens "Rothi and Curtis,
Photographers".
Spring 1892 - Edward and Clara are married. Edward leaves the Rothi partnership and
forms a new studio with Thomas Guptill. Curtis and Guptill soon becomes the premeire
photographic portrait studio in Seattle. He and his new bride live above the photography
studio. Their first child, Harold, is born in November of 1893.
1895 - Edward's younger brother Asahel starts work as an engraver in the studio.
Curtis becomes fascinated with the various Indian groups around the Seattle area. He
later writes, "The first photograph I ever made of Indians was of Princess Angeline, the
digger and dealer of clams. I paid the Princess a dollar for each picture I made. This
seemed to please her greatly and with hands and jargon she indicated that she
preferred to spend her time having her picture made than in digging clams."
1896 - Curtis and Guptill win the bronze medal at the National Photographers
Convention in Chautauqua, New York. Argus Magazine declares them the leading
photographers in Puget Sound.
May 5, 1896 - Beth, the Curtis' 2nd child and 1st daughter is born. The Curtis family
moves to a larger house where they are joined by Edward's mother Ellen, sister Eva,
brother Asahel, Clara's sister Susie, her cousin Nellie Philips and Nellie's son William.
The entire family works at one time or another in the Curtis studio.
May 31, 1896 - Princess Angeline (whose given name was Kickisomlo), daughter of the
late, great Chief Sealth, for whom Seattle got its name, dies on the edge of the city's
skid row.
1897 - Guptill leaves the Curtis and Guptill Studio. It is renamed "Edward S. Curtis,
Photographer and Photoengraver". Clara manages the studio and also edits all of
Curtis' early writings.
1898 - Two of Curtis' photographs of Princess Angeline, "The Mussel Gatherer" and
"The Clam Digger", along with another Puget Sound image, "Homeward" (shown at left),
are chosen for an exhibition sponsored by the National Photographic Society.
"Homeward" goes on to win the exhibition's grand prize and a gold medal.

That same year Asahel Curtis goes to the Yukon to photograph the Gold Rush. He
sends his glass plate negatives back to Seattle where Edward uses them to write an
article that is published in the March issue of Century Magazine. He takes credit for the
images that Asahel produced. Asahel returns to Seattle to discover this and demands
the return of his photographs and negatives. Edward tells him that he is an employee of
the Curtis Studio and the copyright belongs to the studio. Their relationship is severed.
Asahel quits his job at the studio and moves out of the family home. The two brothers
reportedly never speak to each other again.
While climbing Mt. Rainier that year Curtis has a chance meeting that will change his life
forever. He rescues a climbing party from certain disaster and in the process meets
George Bird Grinnell and Clinton Hart Merriam. Grinnell is the editor of the influential
Forest and Stream magazine, founder of the Audubon Society and an expert on Plains
Indians. Merriam is the head of the U.S. Biological Survey and a founder of the National
Geographic Society. They ask Curtis to join the Harriman Expedition to Alaska as official
photographer.
May 30, 1899 - The E. H. Harriman Expedition leaves Seattle, bound for Alaska. It
becomes the last great expedition of its kind to venture into western North America and
is hailed as a great success. During the expedition Curtis is given a golden opportunity
to learn the fundamentals of ethnographic research.
July 1900 - Grinnell invites Curtis to join him in Montana to witness the last great Sun
Dance performed by the Plains Indians. This experience solidifies Curtis' will to begin to
document the North American Indian in earnest.
August 1900 - Curtis travels to the southwestern U.S. to attend to mystical Hopi Snake
Dance. It is a trip he will make over and over in his lifetime.
Summer 1903 - Curtis holds his first photographic exhibition of his Indian images. He
then travels to Washington, D.C. in an attempt to get financing from the Smithsonian
Institution's Bureau of Ethnology for his North American Indian project. Although the
B.A.E. claims such a project is impossible and refuses funding. Then Curtis meets
another supporter in the form of Frederick Webb Hodge, the secretary of the B.A.E.,
and a highly respected ethnologist in this own right. Hodge will later be hired by Curtis
to serve as editor for the entire North American Indian project.
Undaunted, Curtis then travels to New York, hoping to find a publisher that will back his
ambitious project. He is refused any help as no publisher is willing to invest the capital
funds required to produce such a series of books.
Back in Seattle, Curtis meets Adolph Muhr, a talented photographer in his own right,
and hires him to run the Curtis Studio while he is away producing photographs for his
project.

Spring 1904 - Curtis adds a motion picture camera to his outfit and becomes the first
white man to photograph the sacred Yeibechei Dance of the Navajo. The dancers
perform the ceremony backward to secularize it. His achievement is hailed as a great
triumph, having done what no other ethnographer had been able to do in twenty years
of previous attempts. The Seattle Times reported, "His mysterious ability to go among
the Indians and get that which they are determined not to reveal has brought him a
letter from the highest Indian authority in the United States (Commissioner of Indian
Affairs Francis Leupp), commanding every Indian agent to do everything in his power to
carry out the wishes of Mr. Curtis."
June 1904 - Curtis is invited by President Theodore Roosevelt to photograph his sons.
During the meeting Roosevelt encourages Curtis to proceed with The North American
Indian project.
Curtis is invited by Leupp to photograph Geronimo during a visit to the Carlisle Indian
School in Pennsylvania. He gratefully accepts the invitation and makes his historic
image of the aged leader on March 3rd. The following day he again photographs
Geronimo, this time on horseback on the lawn of the White House. Geronimo is in
Washington, D.C. on the occasion of Roosevelt's Inaugural parade.
Late spring 1905 - The first New York City exhibit of Curtis' Indian photographs occurs at
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. E. H. Harriman helps to arrange the show.
June 20, 1905 - Curtis participates in a memorial service and reburial for Chief Joseph
on the Colville Reservation in northeastern Washington State.
Summer 1905 - Curtis' financial situation grows desperate. He writes Roosevelt for help
in finding a patron. Roosevelt writes Curtis a glowing letter of recommendation which
reads in part; "I regard the work that you have done as one of the most valuable works
which any American could now do. The publication of the proposed volumes and folios,
dealing with every phase of Indian life among all tribes yet in primitive condition, would
be a monument to American constructive scholarship and research of a value quite
unparalleled."
January 24, 1906 - While on a whirlwind tour of the East Coast to lecture and raise
support for the project, Curtis is granted a meeting in New York with railroad magnate
John Pierpont Morgan. Although he was abruptly dismissed, rather than leaving, Curtis
instead opens a folder of his Indian photographs and lays them on Morgan's desk. After
viewing the images Morgan agrees to provide Curtis with $75,000, to be paid at $15,000
per year for five years. The North American Indian project in earnest is born! In
exchange for his financing the project Morgan will receive 25 complete sets of the
publication, many of which he would later donate to various institutions.
Curtis would later write the following in the foreword to Volume I of The North American
Indian. "The passing of every old man or woman means the passing of some tradition,
some knowledge of sacred rites possessed by no other; consequently the information

that is to be gathered, for the benefit of future generations, respecting the mode of life of
one of the great races of mankind, must be collected at once..."
April 1906 - Curtis hires William Myers, a Seattle newspaper reporter and stenographer,
to act as his field assistant. He is soon amazed at Myers' astonishing skills at phonetics
and becomes invaluable in translating Indian language and song.
August 1906 - After making persistent inquiries for six years, Curtis is initiated into the
Hopi Snake Dance religious society by Shipaulovi Snake Priest Sikyaletstiwa. He
becomes perhaps the only white man to date to experience all aspects of this sixteen
day initiation and ceremony.
Later that year the snows of winter force Curtis and his crew to leave their fieldwork.
They spend the next three months working seventeen-hour days, seven days a week,
preparing the text for Volumes I and II of The North American Indian.
July 1907 - Curtis visits the Little Bighorn battlefield site on the Crow Reservation in
southeastern Montana. He records descriptions of the battle from the Sioux and
Cheyenne warriors who defeated General Custer there, as well as Apsaroke (Crow)
who had served as Custer's scouts. While there Curtis' son Harold nearly dies from
typhoid. He is slowly nursed back to health by his mother Clara, who vows never again
to travel with Curtis during his fieldwork.
Curtis' Seattle Studio manager Adolph Muhr hires Imogen Cunningham to help keep up
with the ever-growing work load in the studio. Cunningham would later go on to become
a very successful photographer in her own right.
October 1907 - Curtis and his crew spend the month in a cabin on the Crow
Reservation near Pryor, Montana, writing the text for Volumes III and IV.
April 1908 - Curtis travels to New York to deliver the first two finished volumes to J.P.
Morgan. He receives glowing reviews for their stunning content and quality.
C. Hart Merriam wrote: "Every American who sees the work will be proud that so
handsome a piece of book-making has been produced in America; and every intelligent
man will rejoice that ethnology and history have been enriched by such faithful and
artistic records of the aboriginal inhabitants of our country."
July 1909 - Curtis' last child, Katherine (affectionately known as Billy) is born in Seattle
while Curtis is in the field. She rarely sees him during her childhood.
November 1909 - Curtis travels again to New York to outline his continued desperate
financial situation to Morgan. Pleased with the first five volumes, Morgan agrees to
advance Curtis an additional $60,000.

Winter 1909 - Curtis and his crew work twenty-hour days for months on end in a cabin
on Puget Sound preparing the text for Volumes VI, VII and VIII.
Spring 1910 - Field work resumes along the upper reaches of the Columbia River in
eastern Washington. Curtis plans to travel by boat, following the same route that Lewis
and Clark took.
June 1910 - Curtis purchases a 40-foot sailboat, the Elsie Allen, from a Skokomish
fisherman and sails north with his crew to the eastern shore of Vancouver Island, British
Columbia to visit the Kwakiutl. Once again he is able to witness secret, sacred
ceremonies rarely seen by outsiders.
Fall 1911 - As a means of raising much needed funds for The North American Indian,
Curtis creates an elaborate 'picture musicale', combining hand colored lantern slides
and motion pictures with live music. He takes the show to cities throughout the
Northeast, including a sold-out performance at New York City's Carnegie Hall. Despite
enthusiastic reviews and large audiences, production costs exceed ticket sales.
Curtis creates the Continental Film Company in order to produce a series of motion
pictures documenting all aspects of tribal life in the West, as a means of financing The
North American Indian. His first film will be about the Kwakiutl. Curtis and his crew
spend the next two seasons among the Kwakiutl, gathering information and preparing
for the film. Curtis commissions dozens of villagers to carve and paint masks, full-sized
totem poles, massive dugout canoes, artifacts and pre-contact-style costumes for the
film.
November 1912 - With preparations for filming underway, Curtis receives news from
Seattle that his studio manager, Adolph Muhr, has died. Responsibility for running the
Curtis Studio shifts to Muhr's assistant, Ella McBride and Curtis' 17-year-old daughter,
Beth.
December 11, 1912 - Ellen Sheriff Curtis dies in Seattle at the home of her son, Asahel.
Edward and Asahel both attend the service, not speaking to each other the entire time.
March 31, 1913 - John Pierpont Morgan, Curtis' primary patron, dies unexpectedly while
traveling in Egypt. After some time Curtis is able to secure additional funds from
Morgan's son, John Pierpont Morgan Jr., and the project continues. The Morgan family
would go on to contribute around $400,000, while Curtis himself would manage to raise
twice, and perhaps even three times that amount on his own.
Spring 1914 - Curtis travels to New York to oversee the publication of Volume IX. The
following month he heads west, back to Arizona and the Hopi Reservation, and then
north to Vancouver Island to begin filming In the Land of the Head-Hunters. Curtis pays
the Kwakiutl men 50 cents each to shave off their facial hair and don wigs and clip-on
nose rings to resemble their pre-contact Kwakiutl brethren.

December 1914 - In the Land of the Head-Hunters premieres in New York City's Casino
Theatre. The poet and critic Vachel Lindsay declares that the film "has brought before
my eyes a new vista of camera miracles," and calls it a "supreme art achievement."
Despite critical acclaim the film is a financial disaster. The $75,000 investment in the
project is lost and the film vanishes into obscurity.
1915 - Curtis publishes Volume X of The North American Indian, dedicated solely to the
Kwakiutl. It is the only volume to date to focus on a single tribal group.
1916 - Orotone (or goldtone) photographs begin to be produced by the Curtis Studio.
These are glass plate positive photographs with a remarkably luminous quality obtained
by printing a reversed, positive image on glass and then backing it with a mixture of
powered forms of brass, copper and zinc, mixed with bronzing liquid (commonly
referred to at the time as "banana oil"). They are then housed in very ornately molded
and gilded frames. The process is perfected by the Curtis Studio and given the
nickname Curt-Tone. Curtis produces Curt-Tones of some of his most popular Indian
images and they soon become a great source of income for the studio. Within a few
years several thousand of them are sold.
October 16, 1916 - Clara J. Curtis files for divorce. Due to Curtis' constant traveling and
absences the case is not settled for three more years. The court awards Mrs. Curtis the
family home and the Curtis Photography Studio. Before turning the studio over to Clara,
Curtis' daughter Beth and two assistants copy some of the glass plate negatives and
then destroy all of the originals, in an attempt to prevent Clara from profiting from the
Indian pictures.
1919 - Curtis and his daughter Beth move to Los Angeles and open a new Curtis Studio
in the Biltmore Hotel. Curtis drops out of the public eye and disappears from the city for
long periods of time, perhaps due to the realization of his own mounting financial
indebtedness and his failed marriage.
Summer 1919 - Curtis returns again to the Hopi Reservation for the first time in six
years. By this time Baptist, Mormon and Mennoite churches have been erected and the
photographing of ceremonies has been banned. Due to this and other changes imposed
by the U.S. Government, Curtis has a difficult time finding subjects to photograph that
retain traditional tribal characteristics.
1922 - Curtis travels to Northern California to make photographs for Volumes XIII and
XIV. His daughter Florence joins him for the journey. By this time a seasoned
journeyman, Curtis is not prepared for what he sees in the Indians of this region. In a
letter to Edmond Meany he writes, "While practically all Indians suffered seriously at the
hands of settlers and government, the Indians of this state suffered beyond comparison.
The principle outdoor sport of the settlers during the 50s and 60s seemingly was the
killing of Indians. There is nothing else in the history of the United States which
approaches the inhumane and brutal treatment of the California Tribes."

Winter 1922 - Curtis publishes Volume XII, dedicated solely to the Hopi. It is the first
volume published in six years.
1923 - Cecil B. DeMille, who had befriended Curtis in the years after his move to Los
Angeles, hires Curtis as second unit cameraman and still photographer for his
monumental film, The Ten Commandments.
Between 1923 and 1928 - Curtis relinquishes his copyright in all the photographs and
text for The North American Indian to the Morgan Company, in exchange for the funds
necessary to publish the remaining volumes. By this time he has completed seventeen
of the twenty volumes.
October 16, 1924 - Curtis sells all rights to his ground-breaking motion picture In The
Land of the Head-Hunters, and ships his master print and negative to the American
Museum of Natural History for just $1,500.
1924 - Curtis, with his daughter Beth's support, joins Myers in the Southwest for part of
the field work season.
Curtis helps found the Indian Welfare League, an organization of prominent men and
women who lobby for the enfranchisement of American Indians. Due in great part to
their efforts the Indian Citizen Act of 1924 passes, finally giving Native Americans the
right to vote.
1925 - Curtis and Myers travel to Canada for another long season of field work. Many of
the tribes they encounter have now been weakened by disease and demoralized by
government assimilation policies.
April 1926 - After serving nearly twenty years as Curtis' invaluable assistant, William
Myers quits.
Summer 1926 - Curtis and his new assistant, Stewart Eastwood travel to Oklahoma.
Due to tribal decimation, relocation and assimilation it becomes nearly impossible for
Curtis to write accurate historical text for this volume.
June 2, 1927 - Curtis, his daughter Beth, and assistant Eastwood board the steamer
Victoria, bound for Nome, Alaska. This trip, financed by Beth, will gather the material
necessary to complete the final volume of The North American Indian. Upon their arrival
Curtis purchases a small fishing boat, the Jewel Guard, to travel north to the remote
Nunivak, Diomede and King Islands in the Bering Sea. Curtis is ecstatic to encounter
tribal groups that have as yet had no contact with missionaries and writes in his journal;
"...should any misguided missionary start for this island I trust the sea will do its duty."
Physically exhausted but having successfully completed the fieldwork for the twentieth
and final volume, Curtis returns by boat to Seattle where he will board a train bound for
Los Angeles. During boarding he is stopped by Seattle Police and arrested for allegedly

failing to pay his ex-wife Clara $4,500 for seven years of alimony and child support. The
case is later dismissed for lack of evidence, but it has clearly taken a great mental toll
on Curtis. He returns to Los Angeles a broken man.
Christmas 1927 - Beth invites Curtis' youngest daughter Katherine to spend the holiday
with the family at Florence's home in Medford, Oregon. This is the first time Curtis has
ever been together with all of his children and the first time in thirteen years that
Katherine has seen her father. He would remain close to all of them for the rest of his
life.
1928 - Volume XVIII of The North American Indian is published.
1929 - The stock market crashes and the Great Depression smothers the U.S.
economy. Curtis is unable to sell any additional subscriptions.
1930 - With almost no fanfare Curtis publishes the final two volumes of The North
American Indian. It has been estimated that during the production of The North
American Indian Curtis has made over 40,000 photographs, some 10,000 wax cylinder
sound recordings of Indian speech and music, and made at least 125 trips by train back
and forth across the country. Having completed thirty years of exhausting and unending
field work Curtis suffers a complete physical breakdown and checks himself into the
New Rocky Mountain Hospital near Denver, Colorado.
1932 - After recovering most, but not all of his health, Curtis pursues his interest in gold
mining. He is seemingly struck with 'gold fever' and designs and patents the Curtis
Counter Current Concentrator (shown at left), an ingenious recovery device used to
extract fine gold from abandoned placer mines. He spends a significant amount of the
remainder of his life mining gold throughout the Rockies, though never achieves much
measurable success.
November 20, 1932 - Clara Curtis dies. After the funeral, Curtis' daughter Katherine
moves to Los Angeles to be near her father.
1935 - The Morgan Company liquidates all assets of The North American Indian, Inc.,
selling nineteen complete sets of The North American Indian, several thousand
individual prints, and all of the 2,200+ original copper plates to Charles Lauriat Books of
Boston, Massachusetts for the sum of $1,000 plus future royalties. Lauriat finds buyers
for his nineteen complete sets and then assembles fifty more, supplementing the
unbound material with new prints on different paper, bringing the total number of
marketed sets to 291.
1936 - Curtis is hired by famed motion picture director Cecil B. DeMille to shoot still and
motion picture film for The Plainsman, starring Gary Cooper. He revisits the Badlands of
South Dakota where, thirty years earlier, he had photographed Sioux bands reenacting
similar battle scenes near the Little Bighorn.

With the help and encouragement of daughters Beth and Katherine, Curtis begins to
write his memoirs. Katherine later describes those times she spent with her father as
the greatest part of her life. The memoirs are never published.
March 7, 1941 - Asahel Curtis, for many years now a successful photographer in his
own right, dies in Seattle at the age of 67.
1946 - Curtis moves to Beth and Manford Magnuson's 12-acre ranch near Whittier,
California. He continues to work on many writing projects and despite his ever-growing
health problems, begins work on a manuscript entitled "The Lure of Gold"
August 26, 1948 - Curtis starts a lively correspondence with Seattle Public Librarian
Harriet Leitch, speaking about his experiences in producing The North American Indian
for the first time in nearly twenty years.
October 19, 1952 - Edward Sheriff Curtis dies of a heart attack at the age of 84, at the
home of his daughter Beth. A seventy-six word obituary in the New York Times mentions
simply that Curtis had been an authority on Indian history and that he had also been
known as a photographer. He was buried at Forest Lawn Cemetery.
Early 1970s - Karl Kernberger of Santa Fe, New Mexico travels to Boston after hearing
about the possibility of finding Curtis' original copper plates and photogravures at a
bookstore there. He discovers at Lauriat's Book Shop approximately 285,000 original
photogravures as well as the copper plates that were used to print them almost fifty
years earlier. He persuades two of his friends, Jack Loeffler and David Podwa, both of
Santa Fe, to jointly purchase all of the remaining Curtis material, including the copper
plates. The consortium was bought out in the mid to late 1970s by another group of
investors led by Mark Zaplin, also of Santa Fe. The Zaplin Group owned the plates until
1982, when they sold them to a California-based group led by Kenneth Zerbe, the
current owner of the plates.
1972 - Bill Holm and George Quimby, both of the Thomas Burke Memorial Museum at
the University of Washington, find and restore the only surviving print of Curtis' 1914
motion picture In the Land of the Head-Hunters. .A new score of original music is added
and performed by the Kwakiutl themselves. .It is renamed In the Land of the War
Canoes: A Drama of Kwakiutl Life.. In 1999 the original film was deemed "culturally
significant" by the United States Library of Congress and selected for preservation in the
National Film Registry.
All other material copyright © 2002-16 Eric J. Keller/Soulcatcher Studio. All rights
reserved.
Contact Eric Keller at 505-310-7685 or info@soulcatherstudio.com

I would like to offer my most sincere thanks and highest
gratitude to Anne Makepeace for providing much of the
information contained within this chronology. I highly
recommend her book, Edward S. Curtis : Coming to
Light, published in November 2001 by the National
Geographic Society, as well as her film by the same title.

I would also like to thank Barbara A. Davis for her
significant contributions in recording the history of
Edward S. Curtis' life and work.
Her out-of-print book, Edward S. Curtis: The Life
and Times of a Shadow Catcher (shown here), is
sometimes available in our bookstore.

The Cyanotype Process

Process Process
Step 1 - Paper Preparation
Use large brush, not too stiff, to coat paper.
Work away from sunlight in a dimly lit room. Mix equal amounts of the chemicals to give the
amount of solution you will need for coating a supply of paper for a day's work, allowing around
1ml for 40 square inches of paper.

Dip the tip of the brush into the solution and brush across the paper. Do not let the brush get dry
and avoid leaving any puddles on the paper. Use overlapping strokes across the paper to cover
the area completely, then brush up and down to ensure there are no gaps. Leave flat to dry for a
few minutes before hanging on a line to complete drying in a dimly lit area.

Step 2 - Printing

Paper must be completely dry before printing. The
paper should be the color of pale yellow.
Place under the negative in a double hinged
printing frame. Expose to sun or other UV source.
Typical print times in bright sun are around 10
minutes. It can be useful to expose a step wedge on
the edge of the print to help judge exposure. You need to expose until the highlights are quite
dark and usually a dull gray/green.

Step 3 - Processing/Developing
If your tap water is alkaline, fill a bucket and add a pinch or two of citric acid. If your supply is

acid, or use it just as it comes out of the tap. If it is
under 15 C, then add some hot water to the bucket. Wash in 5-10 changes of water over 5-10
minutes, then dry on a line. The color will deepen slightly over some hours.

Special thanks to Jane Alden Stevens, photographer, for sharing her talents, skills and time to
teach me about the Cyanotype process and provide the in-process illustrations.

Instructions provided by Jane Alden Stevens and Peter Marshall of Luminous-Lint

Finished Contemporary Cyanotypes of Curtis’s Original
Cyanotypes Produced by Jane Alden Stevens & Robert Off
Images of original Curtis cyanotypes furnished by Andrew Smith Gallery, Santa Fe, NM (http://
www.andrewsmithgallery.com/)

Technical Details - Written by Peter Marshall
You need to start with a negative the same size as the image you wish to produce
The solutions - Make up the following stock solutions using distilled/purified water.
Solution A - potassium ferricyanide 10g
Dissolve in 100ml water.
Solution B - ammonium ferric citrate 5g
Dissolve in 20ml water

Detailed History of the Cyanotype Process:
Potassium ferricyanide (also known as potassium hexacyanoferrate was first discovered in the
1820s, but was only easily obtained pure by the use of electrolytic oxidation on the related
compound potassium ferrocyanide by Dr Alfred Smee in 1840. Smee sent samples of the
material to Sir John Herschel in 1842, and almost immediately he set about experiments making
use of its sensitivity to light that resulted in the cyanotype process.
Herschel bushed a solution of the ferricyanide onto paper, dried it and exposed part to light.
When the paper was treated with an ferric chloride solution, the exposed parts produced a deep
blue colour. As Mike Ware has pointed out in his exhaustive monograph on the process, Smee
had already observed the same reaction in a test tube, but had apparently not thought to apply it
to making prints.
Ware also points out that it was Smee who supplied Herschel with the remaining key to the
cyanotype and other iron-based processes. Smee was a surgeon and aware of the latest
compounds made for pharmacy, which included those now commonly known as ferric
ammonium citrate and ferric ammonium oxalate. These substances were considerably more
sensitive to light than potassium ferricyanide
Within weeks, Herschel had developed what became the traditional method of preparing
cyanotypes, coating the paper with a mixed solution of potassium ferricyanide and ferric
ammonium citrate, exposing to light and developing by washing the exposed paper with water.
Soon after he also proposed the name 'cyanotype' for all the variations of the process.
Although the cyanotype still uses potassium ferricyanide, it depends on the greater light
sensitivity of the ferric ammonium citrate. Under the action of light, this compound undergoes an
internal decomposition in which the ferric iron is reduced to ferrous iron and the citrate is
oxidized to carbon dioxide and acetone. The ferrous irons then react with the ferricyanide to
give an intense blue compound, which we once used to call 'Turnbull's Blue' but is now known
to be ferric ferrocyanide or 'Prussian Blue'. (The final compound is actually the same as in
Herschel's first experiment, although it was long thought to be different.)
Herschel produced a great number of specimen prints, which were made by contact printing
from engravings and thus contained no intermediate tones. The process was also taken up by

others for making what we would now call photograms, placing objects on the coated paper and
exposing to sunlight.
The best known of these early efforts are undoubtedly the work by Anna Atkins, a family friend
of the Herschels, who in 1843 produced the first photographically illustrated book with her hand
produced 'British Algae: Cyanotype Impressions'. At least 13 copies of the work still exist,
although they differ. Atkins sent out the work in 12 parts, and those in different copies show
considerable differences in both the number of plates and also in the exact composition of the
images.
Other botanical works illustrated in a similar way (including later work by Atkins) were also
produced, both at around the same date and much later.
The cyanotype was little used for pictorial processes in the following 50 years, but
enjoyed a comeback following the introduction of the dry plate, which made photography
considerably more popular. Its simplicity and the cheapness of the materials used made
it popular as a proofing process (including some fine images by photographers including
Edward S Curtis and Arthur Wesley Dow), and for some applications in record
photography in the period 1890-1920. Its sole drawback as a straightforward printing
process was the color of the prints - blue seldom seems a sympathetic color for most
purposes.
It was particularly useful for photographers working under difficult conditions, such as Charles
Loomis, who recorded the exploration of the American West, and Henry Bosse along the
Mississippi in the 1890s. During the siege of Mafeking, South Africa, in the Boer War in 1900,
military commander Robert Baden-Powell had a local photographer make cyanotype bank notes
and postage stamps. Her Majesty Queen Victoria was presumably impressed by his
resourcefulness, but may have been less amused when she learnt this his head took the place
of hers for these special issues.
Blue-printing continued in technical use, particularly for the reproduction of large technical
drawings from around 1875 to the late 1960s, when it was largely replaced first mainly by diazo
methods and later by electrostatic copying. It was also marketed as a scientific toy, giving many
children their introduction to photographic printing. With a growing interest in alternative printing
processes in the 1970s and 80s, many photographic artists also returned to the process, if only
as a cheaper and easier way of learning some of the skills required for platinum and other
processes.
Mike Ware made a significant advance in the chemistry with his 'New Cyanotype' process in
1994. This gave some advantages over the traditional method, including greater speed and a
claimed better gradation, along with less loss of highlight detail on washing. The solution also
keeps better, not growing the mould that can be a problem with the traditional formula, although
this is almost certainly linked to the toxicity that makes the new cyanotype unsuitable for use
with children. It is also more difficult to prepare, and I found it also seemed to be more sensitive
to different paper types. Both methods are in current use.

By Peter Marshall, Luminous-Lint ( http://www.luminous-lint.com )

Biographical Information

Robert Off
Miniaturist/Artist

Jane Alden Stevens
Photographic Collaborator

Robert Off
Bob Off’s favorite childhood hobby is extremely similar to what he has chosen to
do as a second career, after his retirement as
commercial/industrial real estate broker. Just
as Bob’s personality and character have been
consistent, his creativity has blossomed since
retirement, but it’s consistent with his interest in
things visual and in things miniature.
As a boy in Pittsburgh, Bob learned to paint
miniature soldiers, a passion of his father’s as
well. Bob’s mother was stricken by polio when
he and his two sisters were still in grade
school. She was often away seeking
treatments; and Mr. Off, his father, wanted Bob
not only to have a way to pass long blocks of
time, but also to carry on a family tradition.
The soldiers connect directly to his current
passion and second career, the invention and
fabrication of what he calls “roomboxes”,
miniature rooms which he designs and fills with other things miniature (furniture,
artwork, dogs, lighting, wallpaper—anything that might go into a room). The
main difference between the childhood soldiers and the roomboxes of today is
Bob’s decision to exhibit and sell the boxes, and he has had unusual success as
an emerging artist in a complex and difficult art market. It is both fair and
accurate to call Bob an artist now.
Bob and his wife Mardie have been living in their Cincinnati house since 1982
where they raised their two children who both share Bob’s particular love of
contemporary art, as well as American historical prints from the mid-1800’s. Bob
came to Cincinnati from Pittsburgh in 1970, as a salesman for PPG Industries.
Over the years, Bob has served on the boards of both The Taft Museum of Art
and The Contemporary Arts Center, as well as of numerous non-profits.

Bob’s interest in roomboxes started when he built a miniature doll house for his
daughter. About seven years ago, when Bob was completely retired from his real
estate career, he began to create elegant and finely crafted roomboxes and
made a workshop/studio in the basement of his
house. His enthusiasm for his new career is
catching: he began to show them publicly and
professionally, first at Drackett Design, in
Cincinnati, then at the Antiques Festival, and at
a Delaware Art Museum, a most unusual
opportunity for an emerging artist. He recently
began to show his work at the Eisele Gallery in
Fairfax. A few years ago ago, he met
internationally renowned maritime painter John Stobart and persuaded Stobart to
collaborate with him on a roombox with a maritime theme, which includes
paintings by Stobart. The box sold at the opening and currently resides at The
Kentucky Gateway Museum in Maysville, Kentucky. Based on that collaboration
Bob entered into another with John A. Ruthven, naturalist, author, Lecturer, and
internationally acknowledged master of wildlife artist often called the "20th
Century Audubon." That
collaboration ended creating a
roombox depicting the interior of
the flat boat that John Audubon
took form Cincinnati to new
Orleans in 1812 where he did the
sketches of birds for his famous
publication “Birds of America”.
That roombox is also now part of
the Kaye Savage Browning
Miniature Collection.
Bob also attends and sells his
work at miniature expositions
and sales shows around the
country with other miniature specialists. He lets friends and collectors know about
his work through different emails and social media, which he creatively designs.
The boxes manage to seduce with their light, their mood and their nostalgia, and
their touch of surrealism, as he integrates elements of stage sets and design into
them.
www.miniaturerooms.com

Jane Alden Stevens
The primary sources for Steven’s creative investigation have been the psychological
ripple effects of personal experience and historical events.
She is Professor Emerita of Fine Arts at the University of Cincinnati.
In addition Stevens is an active artist who has exhibited and published her work
extensively in the United States and abroad. Her grants include:
An English-Speaking Union Travel-Study Grant (2000)
Two Ohio Arts Council Individual Artist Grants (1990, 2002).
Her photographic work is in the permanent collections of the following institutions:
The George Eastman Museum in Rochester, NY;
The Harry Ransom Center in Austin, TX;
The Cincinnati Art Museum;
The New Mexico History Museum in Santa Fe, NM.
She is the author of Tears of Stone: World War
I Remembered (2004) and co-author of
Teaching Photography, 2nd ed. (2015).

Artist’s Statement
All of my photographic work, regardless of
subject matter, draws from history. History is
critical to understanding the relationship
between humans and the world we create and
inhabit. Whether the personal histories of individuals, the history of a particular culture,
or the history of a global event, I have always been passionate about the stories of the
past. While some tales are complex and others intimate, they all offer lessons to those
who would hear them.
Furthermore, I am fascinated by the impact that
humans have on the land we live on. Sometimes
we seek to bend it to our will, while at others our
effect is unintentional, but still evident
nonetheless. At times, we worship the land and
leave it undisturbed. There are stories to be told
about this human intervention, and some of them
find their way into my work.
Reading and research underlie my artistic
practice. Throughout my career, I have studied
aspects of psychology, sociology, art, religion,

music, economics, agriculture, politics, and geography to guide me when working on a
project. This breadth of knowledge provides me with a multi-faceted perspective of the
topic as I wrestle with it, allowing me to move forward to create metaphorical meanings
that extend beyond the subject matter.
Below are three cyanotype collages by Stevens. Although they are quite different from
Curtis’s cyanotypes, they demonstrate how versatile and artful the medium can be.
Jane Alden Stevens - http://janealdenstevens.com/
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Teresa Dudley, Miniature Artisan

Sioux Buffalo Heads

Eric Keller, Author, Designer
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Andrew Smith Gallery
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Christopher Cardoza - Dealer/Collector/Author
Christopher Cardozo is widely acknowledged as the world’s leading authority on
Edward S. Curtis. He is the author of nine monographs on Edward Curtis and
has created and curated one-person Curtis
exhibitions that have been seen in nearly
one hundred venues, in over forty countries.
Having collected Curtis’ artwork for four
decades, Cardozo has created the worlds’
largest and most broad-ranging Curtis
collection. No one has done more to
increase the awareness, understanding, and
appreciation for Curtis’ work than Cardozo,
but Edward Curtis himself.
Cardozo discovered the work of Edward
Curtis in 1973 after a friend saw Cardozo’s
own sepia-toned photographs of indigenous
people. Cardozo, who holds a BFA (Phi Beta
Kappa and summa cum laude) in
photography and film, is a widely exhibited photographer whose personal
photographic work is in many public and private collections, including the
permanent collection at The Museum of Modern Art in New York. Cardozo, who
also holds a Juris Doctor degree, has also lectured on the financial and legal
aspects of owning works of art.
He has lectured internationally on Curtis. His personal collection has been
exhibited in major museums internationally and was the subject of the widelyheralded monograph on Curtis: Sacred Legacy; Edward S. Curtis and The North
American Indian and a new monograph on his personal collection titled Edward
S. Curtis: One Hundred Masterworks.
Cardozo emphasizes to fact that this Sacred Legacy was co-created by Edward
Curtis and nearly 10,000 Native people. It is obvious from the intimacy and power
of the photographs, text, and sound recordings that the Native people were
active co-creators and the end results clearly reflects their desires and
perspectives.

http://www.edwardcurtis.com/christopher-cardozo/

James Watt
James Watt is considered one of the most talented miniaturists in the world. He
specializes in creating exact miniature copies of cameras, nautical and scientific
instruments, and numerous other fine objects. He lives in the United Kingdom
and generally works on special consignments. I was very fortunate to have his
talents and support for this project.

Edward Curtis’s Camera

James Watt’s Miniature (scale 1/12)

Monica Graham

Monica began her creative experience making
miniatures as a young girl. Along with her two
brothers, she created scale models: boats, cars,
trains and planes many of which she still treasures
today.
Later in life she developed an interest in full-size
basket weaving. Inspired by museum displays, she
taught herself in the beginning by making kits, and
taking classes to learn new skills. Today she is an
award winning artist and artisan.
After 10 years of creating miniatures and almost 25 years of weaving full-size
baskets, she began to make miniature baskets, out of paper, fiber, and Black
Ash. She has recently added creating micro-gourds, sweet grass, pine
needles, and coil baskets to her portfolio.
She continues to strive through research and experimentation to take her
creative art to new heights and into new creative areas.

Basket Tray:
The shallow tray basket is a twined
winnowing tray or serving tray. While
these can be as large as 18” to 24”, I
made this one a bit smaller so as not to
have too great an impact in the overall
scene. Trays like this were often coiled or
twined – I chose twined for contrast
because the smaller basket is coiled.
The “pattern” of this tray is not meant to
mean anything significant; it is actually an
artifact of the twining process. As the tray
grows larger, more stakes must be added
in between to bridge the growing gaps,
and to secure those, the pattern of twining must change, making these beautiful
designs. This tray is off white, as if it were newly woven from fresh roots.

The “rough” edge on this is authentic to Native American twined baskets. The rim was
reinforced with an underlying piece of willow,
which was simply stitched in place, and then
the ends of the stakes cut off.

Twined Basket:
The smaller, round basket is coiled in a
darker color, for contrast, with a band in the
middle and at the rim that matches the tray, to
tie the two pieces together.
Monica Graham, Artist
msgraham19904@yahoo.com

Joel Ostlind - Background Image
“The Speedway as Viewed from Castle
Rock, Saddlestring WY.” (Private Collection,
Cincinnati, OH)

Wyoming native Joel Ostlind is a self-taught artist who spent much of his life herding
cattle on horses throughout the American West. He holds degrees in Soil Science and
Ranch Management, but this tall, slim cowboy always carried a sketchbook conveying
his intimacy with the land in exquisite detail and authenticity.
In 1990, he bid farewell to his cowboy days and moved with his wife and family to a
home outside Big Horn, Wyoming. He signed up for a printmaking class at Sheridan
College and built a home studio in the Big Horn Mountains. His drawings found new life
as copper plate etchings depicting the full range of Western life, from Native American
lodges to contemporary fly fishermen, telemark skiers and horses grazing under
Wyoming skies.
Joel Ostlind’s work has been featured in galleries, museums and exhibitions across the
US. His prints were exhibited in a 2004 retrospective, Copper & Canvas: The Prints and
Paintings of Joel Ostlind, at Bradford Brinton Museum in Big Horn, WY. He was the
featured artist at the 2002 Coors Western Art Exhibit and Sale, and the subject of a
2005 article in Southwest Art magazine.
Ann Korologos Gallery, Basalt, CO ——- http://korologosgallery.com/joel-ostlind/

Teresa Dudley
Teresa Dudley has been creating fine miniatures for many years. Although she is not a Native
American, while living in Montana she has studied them extensively and has created miniature
reproductions of many Sioux artifacts for internal use by the Sioux and other tribes. She is not
longer as active in the marketplace as she used to be but, she continues to take commissions.
Thunderbird Skull

"In the sacred Black Hills, the Lakota ceremonial season begins with the Return of the
Thunder Beings and is announced by the presence of thunder, lightening, and rain.
It is believed their return can bring an extraordinary
celebration of life – migrating animals and birds reappear,
buffalo emerge from their winter camps, hibernating
creatures wake, and the plants and flowers began to bloom.
…but these powerful beings also bring turbulent, destructive
storms to the land.
The Thunderbird is said to be an enormous bird-like creature
with legendary strength and power. They govern the weather
– their voice is thunder and lightening flashes from their
eyes.
The legend of Wakinyan Tanka, the Great Thunderbird describes these beings as good
spirits, guardians of truth and protectors of men – they are sacred and highly regarded
by the Lakota people.”
Information Provided by - Prairie Edge Trading Co. & Galleries, Rapid City, SD
The Buffalo Honoring Skull
"To the Lakota, these magnificent animals sustained all life.
The Lakota regarded the buffalo as a gift of the Great Spirit and
viewed them as a relative. Whenever one was killed, its
sacrifice was honored as a blessing from the Tatanka Oyate.”
“The buffalo meant everything…they provided us our shelter,
our food, our weapons, our toys. The lives of the people once
revolved around the way of the buffalo. The buffalo was a
connection to the Creator. The buffalo provided for the people
spiritually, culturally, and socially. The buffalo gave the people
life. The buffalo is life."
Source from “Bison, Givers of Life” “Indian Country Today Media Network”

Eric Keller, Author, Designer
Eric is an author and designer who contributed the time-line of Curtis’s career.
info@soulcatherstudio.com

Andrew Smith Gallery
The Andrew Smith Gallery located in Santa Fe, NM provided the Curtis
cyanotype images of Curtis’s photographs which were used to create the
miniature cyanotype images used in the roombox.
http://www.andrewsmithgallery.com/

Historical Box Elements

Edward Curtis’s Box Camera

James Watt’s Miniature
Reproduction

Above are examples of double hinged cyanotype
exposure boxes which would have been similar to the
ones Curtis used in the field to expose his glass plates in
order to create his cyanotype images. He used these
images as proofs for his work and also gave them to the
Native Americans whom he photographed as tokens of
his appreciation. I made the miniature-double hinged
exposure box on the left for “Curtis’s Tent”.

The Glass Plate Box to the left is typical of ones used in the late 1800s and early 1900
by photographers in the field. The miniature Glass Plate Box pictured below was made
by me for inclusion in the “Curtis Tent” roombox.

(left) The Paper Preparation Table is
where the paper was coated with the
developing mix consisting of two
chemicals diluted in water and allowed
to dry. Note the pale blue/green liquid in
the bowl and the lightly yellow paper
indicating that it is dry and ready to
expose. (the quarter coin to the left is
shown to indicate scale)

(left) The Exposure Box & Developing
Tray. Note the double-hinged exposure
box on the left, negative glass plate on
the paper in the middle foreground and
the developing images in the tray on the
right shown as the image developed
and turns blue in the water rinse.

In-Process Photographs

All my roomboxes begin with the thought of the narrative that I want to create and the
mood that I want the scene to convey to the viewer. I next design the box interior. It
should be noted that I first develop these objectives before I design and construct the
box. These initial steps are the greatest challenge and frankly, the most rewarding part
of the creative process for me.

“Curtis’s Work Tent”
In order to demonstrate how Curtis may have worked in the field to create his cyanotype
proofs I wanted to build a tent within the roombox depicting Curtis’s work area. I had
never built a tent before, and I had to deal with the issues relating to building a structure
inside a box which would be strong enough to support the canvas material of the tent
yet could be illuminated to both set the mood I that wanted to achieve and yet allow
enough light for the viewer to see the cyanotype process taking place within the tent.

I also needed to learn how to make cyanotype
images so that I could reproduce the steps of
the process itself and reproduce miniatures of
the equipment Curtis probably used.
I designed the layout and floorpan on paper
using a scale of one inch equals one foot.
After designing the floorpan to scale, I created
a paper mock-up of modeling most the
furniture pieces within the tent.
After the drawings and mock-up were
completed I constructed the wood box. The
box is made from 1/4” craft plywood and measures 12” X 24” X 11.5”. Once
constructed, I then sanded, stained and applied several coats of amber shellac to
protect the wood and provide the base for the final finishing. The final box has
somewhere between 10 and 12 coats of various finishes.
When building my boxes I start at the back of the box
and work forward. I first decide on background view.
In this case I chose the Ostend painting of an image
of “The View of The Speedway From Castle Rock”
which is located in Saddlestring Wyoming. Over the
years I have spent many wonderful days there with

my family and thought it a fitting
backdrop for the box. Also, Curtis
was active in the same general
area in 1907.
Creating the superstructure was a
real challenge. It had to support
the weight of the material and be
sturdy enough to stand up to the
rigors of time. In order to
accomplish this, I used 1/4”
wooden dowels which I reinforced
at the joints by drilling holes in the
ends of the dwells and inserting and gluing steel pins into them. I then formulated the
sections of the tent using a light-weight cloth which would allow some light to shine
through and yet not be too transparent, which might ruin the mood/affect that I wanted
to achieve.

I cut the sections of the light weight cloth
much like one would create a garment.
Once cut, I glued the cloth pieces to the
superstructure and then distressed/aged
them using a combination of coffee and
wood stain.

Once the tent was essentially finished I
began to work on the tent furnishings and
accessories. In order to get this right, I first
wanted to learn how cyanotypes were made
and about the types of equipment which are
necessary to produce them. With the help of
my collaborator, Jane Alden Stevens, I was
able to accomplish this. (See the section of
Cyanotype and Collaboration)

In order to “Set the Stage”, I also wanted to include other general camping items such
as beds, lanterns, tables etc.. I also wanted to include a miniature reproduction of

Curtis’s box camera and a bit of Native American material such as a few Sioux artifacts,
baskets and decorated buffalo skulls. (See information about James Watt, Teresa
Dudley and Monica Graham in the contributor section)
In order to recreate Curtis’s work area I built a miniature double hinged exposure box, a
glass plate negative storage box, development tray and work tables.

For the photographic cyanotypes shown on the drying line in the rear of the tent of the
roombox, I was originally intending to use colored prints of scans of jpg copies of
Curtis’s original cyanotypes. However, after some thought, I decided to make original
cyanotype images using jpg copies of Curtis’s images. I did this by first making a black
& white copy of the blue cyanotype jpg and then converting the jpg into a negative using

PhotoShop. After I created the negative, I produced
another copy of the new negative and I reduced it down
to .7”. I then, using my Canon printer, printed both
negatives on transparencies. Jane Stevens and I then
made actual cyanotypes from those new negatives. Once
the miniature cyanotypes dried I attached small hooks to
the backs of them and hung them on the print drying line
at the rear of the tent.

With all of the various elements now made, I began working on the important task of
lighting the box. I used LED lighting produced by Tim Kraft of “Luminations By Mr. K” to
accomplish this. I used a total of 54 small LED
lights, locating most of them at the rear of the box
and a few LEDs in the front of the box where I
wished to create highlights over the work areas.
In some cases, in order achieve special color
effects, I used nail polish to paint over the LEDs
in order to alter the color of the light.
Now that everything was built, I glued all the
furniture and other box elements in place. I then
inserted the completed tent structure inside the
roombox. I think of this step as somewhat like
what one would use to build a ship inside a bottle.
The Final Step,
after 6 months of
work, was
attaching the
front picture
frame and
applying the final
five to six coats
of varnish to the
exterior of the
box.
All that remained
was to plug in the 12 volt transformer into a wall socket and turn on the lights.

Finished Roombox & 3D Sketch
“Edward Curtis’s Tent”

Selected Works - by Robert Off

Roombox Interpretations of of the Following:

Edward S. Curtis’s Studio and Store, Seattle in 1900
Winslow Homer’s Studio, Maine, in 1900
Fitz Henry Lane’s Borrowed Studio, Castine Maine, 1850
Audubon’s Flat Boat Work Space, 1820, on the Mississippi River
Sir Francis Beaufort’s Library, London, England in 1810

Edward S. Curtis’s Studio and Store, Seattle in 1900

Winslow Homer’s Studio, Maine, in 1900

Fitz Henry Lane’s Borrowed Studio, Castine Maine,
1850

Audubon’s Flat Boat Work Space, 1820, on the Ohio &
Mississippi Rivers

Sir Francis Beaufort’s Library, London, England in
1810

